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Abstract

This paper studies the use of noisy high-frequency data to estimate the time-varying state-

price density implicit in European option prices. A kernel estimator of the conditional pricing

function and its derivatives is proposed that can be used for model-free pricing, hedging, and

risk measurement. Infill asymptotic theory is derived that applies when the pricing function is

either smoothly varying or driven by diffusive state variables. Trading times and moneyness

levels are modelled by nonstationary marked point processes to capture intraday trading pat-

terns. The estimator is applied to S&P 500 E-mini European call and put option mid quotes

using iterated plug-in bandwidth surfaces. A simulation study investigates the performance

of the estimator in various scenarios. An application towards delta- and minimum variance-

hedging illustrates the use of the estimator.

Keywords: Option Pricing, Kernel Regression, High Frequency Data, Random Sampling Ti-

mes

JEL Codes: C14, G13

1 Introduction

Option prices contain detailed information about the expectations and preferences of market

participants. This information can be summarized in the state-price density (SPD), also known

as the risk neutral density, of the underlying asset price. The SPD is the product of the physical

density of the asset price at maturity and the marginal rate of substitution for wealth over
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different states. Estimators of dynamic SPD are therefore not only useful for the pricing and

hedging of options themselves, but also for analyzing changes in investor risk aversion and beliefs.

The SPD can be nonparametrically estimated from cross sections of European option prices

with varying strike prices. Such estimators are robust to misspecification of the asset return

dynamics and associated risk premia (Broadie et al., 2007). Starting from Aı̈t-Sahalia and Lo

(1998), several studies estimate the pricing function, or the informationally equivalent implied

volatility curve, by nonparametric regression of observed option prices on the stock price, strike

price, and time-to-maturity. A remaining challenge is to model the time variation in this setting.

The curse of dimensionality limits the number of state variables such as stochastic volatility

and jump intensity that can be included. The measurement error from using proxies for latent

variables may lead to further inaccuracy. Time variation has therefore mainly been dealt with by

splitting the sample into subperiods during which the SPD is treated as constant. The sample

sizes needed for nonparametric estimators to perform well with low frequency, say, daily data

require long time windows, losing the interpretation of the SPD as being conditioned on currently

available information.

The increasing availability of high frequency data allows estimating SPDs accurately at any

given time point without having to pool option prices over long time periods or specify relevant

state variables. This paper therefore uses intraday observations to estimate the conditional SPD

by local polynomial kernel smoothing. Under dimension reductions such that the option price is

a function of time and moneyness alone, infill asymptotics allows its consistent estimation from a

large number of noisy observations within a fixed time window. The conditional pricing function

and density estimators can be directly used for model-free pricing and hedging of option portfolios

or for extracting market-implied conditional quantiles for risk management. The estimator does

not require smoothing with respect to time to maturity, which would require large bandwidths

to fill the gaps between the maturities and lead to substantial biases. It does require smoothing

in time, and therefore choosing a bandwidth that controls the effective sampling window. We

investigate a data driven bandwidth choice that automatically adapts to trading intensity and

speed of the change of the pricing function, among others. This bias-variance trade-off would be

neglected when using a fixed sampling period such as a day or a week.

The theoretical treatment of the time-varying kernel regressor extends existing work on non-

parametric time series regression in two directions. Firstly, the sampling times and moneyness

of intraday option price are allowed to be irregularly spaced and nonstationary, due to features

such as clustering, interaction with covariates, and diurnal patterns in intraday trading volume.

Therefore we adapt the asymptotic results by Masry (1996) and Vogt (2012) to random sampling

times and regressors modelled by nonstationary marked point processes. Under appropriate mix-

ing conditions the time-varying kernel estimator is shown to have the same asymptotic variance
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as when the observations are independent and the sampling times follow a nonstationary Pois-

son process. Secondly, continuous-time option pricing models usually imply non-smooth pricing

functions, violating the assumptions typically made for kernel estimators. Therefore we propose

a local partial polynomial estimator that expands in the cross sectional but not in the time di-

mension. In a general pricing model driven by diffusive state variables the asymptotic variance

of the local coefficients then contains an additional term that depends on the quadratic variation

of the derivatives of the pricing function.

In the empirical application we estimate the conditional state-price density implicit in S&P

500 E-mini European call and put option quotes. The bandwidths are chosen by an iterated

plug-in bandwidth procedure based on a calibration of the Bates (2000) jump-diffusion model in

the first step. The effective sampling windows vary from a few minutes to half an hour. The

dynamics of the state-price density is reported and compared against parametric models. In

particular, the realized variance of the estimated pricing function and its derivatives for given

moneyness provides an insightful way to test option pricing models. Compared to Audrino and

Fengler (2015) our use of cross-sectional information allows computing the quadratic variation of

a normalized pricing function separately from that of the underlying asset price. As a benchmark

this quadratic variation equals zero in the Black-Scholes model. We find that a single-factor

stochastic volatility model fails to match the estimated quadratic variation in the left tail of the

distribution.

A simulation study compares the performance of the local partial polynomial estimator for

the diffusion-based model to that of a local full polynomial and a daily-updated static estimator.

While the static estimator performs the best for small sample sizes, the local partial polynomial

estimator outperforms the other two when the sample sizes gets larger and the state variables

are sufficiently volatile.

Finally we illustrate the potential use of our estimator for option hedging. Dynamic delta-

hedging ratios follow automatically from the estimated pricing function and its first derivative.

The local minimum-variance hedging ratio is computed using the realized covariance of changes

in the estimated option price and the underlying asset. We find robustly across frequencies a

more pronounced negative covariance, particularly in the left tail, than can be explained by the

leverage effect of a single volatility factor.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the stochastic

model for option prices and discusses identification of the conditional state-price density. Section

3 introduces the kernel estimator and studies its asymptotic properties. Section 4 discusses

empirical results using S&P 500 index options. Section 5 provides the simulation study. Section

6 discusses implications for option hedging. Section 7 concludes. Proofs of propositions and

theorems are in the appendix.
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2 State-Price Densities in European options

The state-price density (SPD) is a central object in two main branches of asset pricing theory.

In no arbitrage-based models, the SPD is the density of the Equivalent Martingale Measure

(EMM), typically denoted Q, under which all discounted price processes are martingales. The

existence of the EMM follows from the absence of arbitrage, while its uniqueness follows from

market completeness. In equilibrium-based models, the SPD is the product of the density of the

objective measure P, and a stochastic discount factor or pricing kernel. The latter is proportional

to the marginal rate of substitution over states of a representative agent.

Estimators of the SPD are useful in at least four contexts. First, they allow traders to compute

the no-arbitrage price of new or illiquid derivatives simply by integration. They can also be used

to filter out the noise in recorded option prices before converting to implied volatilities (Chen

and Xu, 2014). Second, risk managers can compute market-implied values of risk measures such

as Value-at-Risk and Expected Shortfall directly from the SPD for the maturity of interest (Aı̈t-

Sahalia and Lo, 2000). Third, event studies analyze changes in the SPD to assess the impact of

economic events on investor beliefs and preferences (Beber and Brandt, 2006; Birru and Figlewski,

2012). Finally, together with an estimator of the objective density from historical data it allows

computing empirical pricing kernels (Rosenberg and Engle, 2000).

The SPD can be obtained from the second derivative of call pricing function with respect to the

strike price, using the result by Breeden and Litzenberger (1978). Proposed estimation methods

include kernel smoothers (Aı̈t-Sahalia and Lo, 1998; Aı̈t-Sahalia and Duarte, 2003), smoothing

splines (Yatchew and Härdle, 2006), Hermite polynomial expansions (Xiu, 2014), model-guided

nonparametric correction (Fan and Mancini, 2009), and methods explicitly incorporating the no-

arbitrage shape constraints (Birke and Pilz, 2009; Fengler and Hin, 2015). The availability of

intraday option prices greatly enhances the applicability of data-intensive nonparametric methods

for estimating the SPD.

An important difference in the literature is the horizon over which option prices are pooled

together. Aı̈t-Sahalia and Lo (1998) assume that call prices over a period of about a year are

generated by the same call pricing function. Their estimate of the SPD can therefore be inter-

preted as the average SPD over the sample period, rather than an estimate for a given point in

time. Alternatively, Aı̈t-Sahalia and Duarte (2003) show how a cross-section of option prices at

a given point in time can suffice to get feasible estimates. They use shape constraints such as

monotonicity and convexity to reduce the variance of their estimator. However, since the number

of traded strikes is limited by the exchange, their estimator is vulnerable to small sample issues.

The use of high frequency data allows increasing the sample size dramatically without in-

troducing large biases due to structural change. Indeed, by now there are a number of studies

that use intradaily options data to estimate a daily call pricing function, e.g. Härdle and Hla-
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vka (2009) and Chen and Xu (2014). Still, the pricing function may vary during the day, as

evidenced by autocorrelation in the residuals of a time-homogeneous model (Härdle and Hlavka,

2009). This motivates the application of a time-varying regression model for the call pricing

function. The remainder of this section introduces the stochastic model for the option prices and

the identification of the implicit densities.

2.1 Setup

The underlying asset Ft is a semimartingale on a filtered probability space (Ω,F , {Ft}t,P) whose

volatility and jump intensity are smooth possibly time-varying functions of a state vector λt:

dFt
Ft−

= µtdt+ σtdBt +

∫
R
xJ̃(dt,dx), (1)

where σt = f(t, λt), Bt is a P-Brownian motion and J̃ = J − νF is a P-compensated marked

point process with conditional intensity νFt (x) = g(t, x, λt). The state vector is a K-dimensional

Markovian continuous Itô process λt defined via

dλt = αtdt+ γtdWt, (2)

where the drift αt ∈ RK and the continuous volatility or exposure matrix γt ∈ RK×M are

themselves smooth functions of t and λt, and Wt is an M -dimensional P-Brownian motion with

independent components. The correlation between the diffusion components is ρt = d〈B,W 〉t =

r(t, λt), which allows for leverage effects. Any conditional dependence between J̃t, Wt and Bt is

also a function of t and λt only.

Under the absence of arbitrage there exists a locally equivalent probability measure Q with

change-of-measure semimartingale dQ
dP
∣∣
Ft whose volatility and jump intensity we assume are also

smooth possibly time-varying functions of λt. Let rt be the instantaneous risk free rate, and let

Ft be a futures price which does not pay dividends. The dynamics of Ft under the risk-neutral

measure Q can be represented as

dFt
Ft−

= rtdt+ σtdB
Q
t +

∫
R
xJ̃Q(dt,dx), (3)

where BQ
t is a Q-Brownian motion, and J̃Q = J −νF,Q is a Q-compensated marked point process

with conditional intensity νF,Q(t, x) = h(t, x, λt). This setup contains a large class of jump-

diffusion models and not does restrict the dimension of the Markovian state vector driving the

dynamics. Typical specifications of λt include the spot volatility and the spot jump intensity,

and possibly other factors to account for long memory or time-varying risk premia.

Suppose a European call option whose payoff at maturity date T equals CT = (FT −K)+ for
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a given strike price K. Let rtT be the riskfree rate at time t of a non-coupon paying bond Bt

expiring at T . The no-arbitrage price of this option is given by (see e.g. Karatzas and Shreve

(1998))

Ct = e−rtT (T−t)EQ ((FT −K)+|Ft
)

= C(t, T,K, rtT , Ft, λt) (4)

for some smooth function C(·). An analogue expression holds for the price of European put

option with payoff PT = (K − ST )+. Put-call parity links the no-arbitrage price of a put option

to that of a call option with the same strike, so that hereafter we deal with call options only.

Provided the measure Q admits a density fQt with respect to the Lebesque measure for infor-

mation set Ft, (4) can be expressed as

Ct = e−rtT (T−t)
∫ ∞
K

(ST −K)fQt (ST )dST . (5)

By differentiating twice with respect to K, Breeden and Litzenberger (1978) derive that

fQt,ST (K) = ertT (T−t)∂
2Ct
∂K2

. (6)

This relation identifies the SPD as the curvature of the call pricing function with respect to the

strike price.

2.2 Identification from noisy high-frequency observations

Suppose now we have a set of high frequency observations C̃i for options expiring at the fixed

date T sampled at times ti contaminated by noise terms εit:

C̃i = C(ti,Kit, Fti , rtiT , λti) + εi. (7)

The error terms are interpreted as market microstructure noise, similar to the literature on reali-

zed variance estimation. The assumption E(εi|Fti ,Kit, rtT , λti) = 0 for every i then identifies the

pricing function as E(C̃i|Ft,Kt, rtT , λt). In general the market for claims on FT is incomplete due

to the existence of jumps, so that the pricing measure Q and corresponding pricing function need

not be unique. Prices then are determined by an equilibrium process that we leave unspecified

apart from being described by λt.
1 In practice a large number of strike prices is traded which

leads to tight no-arbitrage bounds for untraded strike prices.

Estimation of the general formulation (7) by nonparametric regression is prohibitive with

typical sample sizes due to the large number of arguments. Therefore we employ several dimension

reductions that are common in the literature. Firstly, the interest rate rtT only affects the

time discount factor but not the SPD of the futures price FT when the latter does not depend

1See for example Kou (2007) for model specifications.
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on rtT conditional on the state λt. Therefore we work with the inversely discounted prices

C̃di = ertiT (T−ti)C̃i and drop the interest rate rtT out of the regressor set. Secondly, the state

vector λt is latent and would need to be estimated using high-frequency data after imposing

further structure. The resulting misspecification and measurement error would diminish the

precision of any two-step estimator. However, extracting the state-price density at a given point

in time only requires estimating the functional form of the option price with respect to the strike

price. Therefore we treat the call price for given characteristics as a random process defined by

Cdt (K,F ) = Cd(t,K, F, λt). (8)

A special case is when the state variables are deterministic, in which case the call price for given

characteristics varies smoothly over time and it has zero quadratic variation. This category

contains the Black-Scholes model and local volatility models. The distinction between the two

cases is relevant for the limiting distributions of the kernel estimators proposed in the next

section. Finally, the strike prices Kt are normalized by the futures price level Ft at the time of

trade, which yields the ‘moneyness’ ratio M = K/F . Merton (1973, Thm. 9) shows that if the

distribution of the return of the underlying asset is independent from its level, the call pricing

function is homogeneous of order one in F and K, that is

Ct(F,K)/F = Ct(1,K/F ) ≡ C̄t(M). (9)

Most commonly used option pricing models satisfy the homogeneity condition. In our setting it

is satisfied if the state vector λt is independent of the level Ft.
2 The regression model for the

normalized option price ˜̄Ct = C̃dt /Ft becomes

˜̄Ci = C̄ti(Mi) + εi, (10)

with E(εi|Mi, λti) = 0 and Var(εi|Mi, λti) = σ2
ti(Mi). This reduces the regression model to

a function of two variables, time t and moneyness Mt. The last step implies that the pricing

function can be identified by option trades for different moneyness levels within short periods of

time.

The relation between the SPD and the normalized pricing function C̄ is given by

fQFT /Ft(x) =
∂2C̄t(M)

∂M2

∣∣∣
M=x

. (11)

Hence the second derivative of C̄t(x) with respect to moneyness yields the SPD of the gross return

2This is different from requiring that λt is independent from the returns of Ft, which would be restrictive in
view of the well-documented leverage effect.
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FT /Ft, as opposed to that of the level. The same derivative can also be used to compute the

SPD of the log return rtT = log FT
Ft

as

fQrtT (x) = ex
∂2C̄t(M)

∂M2

∣∣∣
M=ex

. (12)

Finally, to separate changes in the return distribution from a time-to-maturity effect, we can

rescale the return such that in the case of i.i.d. increments the SPD would be unchanged over

time. In particular, define r̃tT = rtT√
T−t , then its SPD is given by

fQr̃tT (x) =
√
T − tex

√
T−t∂

2C̄t(M)

∂M2

∣∣∣
M=ex

√
T−t

. (13)

The latter is convenient for comparing SPDs of the return over different maturities.

3 Time-varying kernel regression with random sampling times

In nonparametric time series models with jointly stationary regressors the regression relationship

between two random variables is unknown, yet constant over time. Consistency of commonly used

kernel estimators then follows from letting the time span go to infinity under weak dependence

(e.g. Bosq (1996)). However, in various applications the joint distribution may not be stationary

due to structural change that is not described by included variables. In these cases the conditional

expectation E(Yt|Xt = x) =: m(t, x) will be a function of both the time t and the state x.

Consistency then requires a growing number of observations locally around the time point of

interest.

With the availability of high frequency financial data this local information on the dependency

between time series is in fact available. This motivates the use of large sample theory based on

infill asymptotics. In particular, we study the asymptotic properties of a kernel smoother which

smoothes in both the state and the time dimension, when the number of observations within a

fixed time interval goes to infinity. There are many financial applications that use smoothing

in the time domain in the infill setting, particularly to estimate spot volatility (e.g. Barndorff-

Nielsen et al. (2008), Kristensen (2010)), spot covariation (e.g. Barndorff-Nielsen and Shephard

(2004), Zhang (2011)), or time-varying betas for diffusions (Mykland et al., 2006). Typically the

data are treated as discrete time observations from a continuous semimartingale, such as an Itô

process. For data constructed in this way there is no cross sectional dimension. However, in the

high frequency option pricing setting the strike prices or moneyness ratios of option trades form

covariates which are scattered over its range in short time periods. While the strike prices follow

a discrete-valued time series, the moneyness ratio divides these by the futures price, leading to

a continuum of possible values. This ensures there is sufficient variation in the covariate around
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each point in time to achieve consistency of the estimator, after adapting the mixing conditions

to the infill asymptotic setting.

The results in this section are related to the asymptotic theory of local polynomial estimators

for a smoothly varying regression function of Masry (1996). Vogt (2012) also shows the consis-

tency of the time-varying kernel regressor under local stationarity based on long span asymptotics,

but derives consistency in rescaled time. We extend these results to the diffusive setting discussed

in the previous section, where the regression function is not differentiable in its time argument.

We propose a consistent local partial polynomial estimator which does not require estimating

local higher order parameters in the time dimension. We also discuss how the estimator can be

modified to be robust against jumps in the state variables.

Finally we allow for random sampling times and covariates that are modelled by marked

point processes, as financial transaction and quote level data are known to be irregularly spaced

and exhibit clustering. The number of observations then grows stochastically to infinity at a rate

determined by the mean intensity. The importance of random sampling times on estimators using

high frequency data has been emphasized by Aı̈t-Sahalia and Mykland (2003), and Duffie and

Glynn (2004), among others. We model intraday trading patterns via the conditional intensity

function which may depend on past sampling times as well as on past covariates. See Bauwens

and Hautsch (2009) for an overview of applications of point process models to financial duration

data. Related estimation problems come from the literature on longitudinal data, such as Ellis

(1991) and Pawlas (2009) for density estimation for stationary regressors observed at random time

points, Nielsen and Linton (1995) for marker-dependent hazard estimation, and Martinussen and

Scheike (2000) for nonparametric panel regression. The latter papers are based on large cross-

sections of identical independent units, whereas our setting considers high-frequency observations

of a weakly dependent covariate.

3.1 Model

Let {(ti,n,Mi,n, Ci,n) : i, n ∈ N} be the observations of a marked point process, with bivariate

mark vector Zi,n = (Mi,n, Ci,n) continuously distributed on Z = X × Y, and random sampling

times (ti,n) taking values in R.3 Consider the time-varying nonparametric regression model

Ci,n = C(ti,n,Mi,n) + εi,n, (14)

3In the alternative case where Ci,n and Mi,n have asynchronous sampling times, this would be a bivariate marked
point process with univariate marks. Asynchronous observations are often studied for spot covariance estimation
using high frequency return data, see e.g. Bibinger et al. (2015); Linton et al. (2015). The synchronization error
between option prices and asset prices is likely to be small as the latter are observed at much higher frequency, see
section 4.
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with E(εi,n|ti,n,Mi,n) = 0 and Var(εi,n|ti,n = t,Mi,n = x) = σ2(t, x). The model describes the

conditional expectation function C(t, x) of the outcome variable Ci,n at time ti,n = t given the

regressor Mi,n = x. The function C(t, x) is interpreted as the true option pricing function, which

is observed at a discretized grid with noise εi,n.

The marked point process can be represented in terms of the counting measure

Nn(A,B) =
∑
i

1{ti,n ∈ A}1{(Mi,n, Ci,n) ∈ B} (15)

for subsets A ⊆ R and B ⊆ Z. Define the counting process Nn(t, B) := Nn ((0, t), B) of the

number of marks in B up to time t ∈ R, and define the base point process for the combined

observations by

Nn(A) = Nn (A,Z) . (16)

Combining these defines Nn(t) = Nn ((0, t),Z) as the number of observations up to time t. Simi-

larly for Bx ⊆ X we define Nn(A,Bx) = Nn (A,Bx,Y) where the outcome variable is integrated

out. Throughout we use double-index notation, where the second index n creates a sequence of

point processes with increasing mean arrival rate. The information set for each n is described by

the natural filtrations GNt,n, Gxt,n, and Gεt,n, of the counting process {Nn(t)}, the covariates {Mi,n},

and the errors {εi,n}, respectively, observed before or at time t. Their joint natural filtration is

defined as Gt,n = GNt,n
⋃
Gxt,n

⋃
Gεt,n.

3.2 Estimator

Our aim is to estimate the conditional expectation function C(t, x) on a fixed time interval

(0, T ). The total number of observations in this time window is Nn(T ). Hereafter without loss

of generality we rescale all observations to the unit interval and set T = 1. A natural estimator

for C(·) at the design point (t, x) is the Nadaraya-Watson (or locally constant) kernel estimator

Ĉh(t, x) =

∑Nn(1)
i=1 Kht(t− ti,n)Khx(x−Mi,n)Ci,n∑Nn(1)
i=1 Kht(t− ti,n)Khx(x−Mi,n)

, (17)

with Kh(·) = 1
hK( ·h) for some kernel function K, and bandwidths ht and hx for the time and

state dimension, respectively. This estimator is a weighted average of data points close to (t, x),

where the weights are controlled by distance and bandwidths in the time and state domain. The

kernel smoothing method can be generalized to local polynomial fitting around (t, x), as discussed

later, which yields automatic estimates of the partial derivatives.
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In terms of the counting measure, the estimator can be written as the stochastic integral

Ĉh(t, x) =

∫∫∫
R×X×Y Kht(t− s)Khx(x− w)yNn(du× dw × dy)∫∫

X×Y Kht(t− u)Khx(x− w)Nn(du× dw)
. (18)

For kernels with bounded support, say, [−1, 1], the sum in (17) has only Nn(t−ht, t+ht) non-zero

terms for any t ∈ (ht, 1 − ht). In this case the integral needs only to be taken over the regions

(t− ht, t+ ht) and (x− hx, x+ hx).

3.3 Random sampling times and covariates

In the following we focus on the modelling of the design variables (ti,n, Xi,n). Assume that the

counting processes are such that for every n ∈ N , t ∈ R, and z ∈ Z

P(Nn((t, t+ ∆)× (x, x+ ∆)) = 1|GNt ,Gxt ) = In(t, x)∆2 + oP (∆2),

P(Nn((t, t+ ∆)× (x, x+ ∆)) > 1|GNt ,Gxt ) = oP (∆2),

when ∆→ 0, for some random function In(t, x) which is referred to as the conditional intensity.

Note that In(t, x) may depend on both past event times and past observed covariates. The second

property is known as orderliness and ensures there are no simultaneous events, see Daley and

Vere-Jones (2003) for details. In particular it implies that

Var(Nn(dt× dx)) = E{Nn(dt× dx)2} = E(Nn(dt× dx)) = E(In(t, x))dtdx.

Furthermore assume that Nn(dt× dx) admits a covariance density, defined for t 6= s by

cn((t, x), (s, y)) =
Cov(Nn[(t, t+ dt)× (x, x+ dx)], Nn[(s, s+ ds)× (y, y + dy)])

dtdxdsdy
.,

The baseline conditional intensity Ibn(t) =
∫
In(t, x)dx integrates over the mark distribution,

and likewise the baseline conditional covariance density cbn(t, s) is the double-integral. The fol-

lowing conditions require the average intensity and covariance density at each time point to be

proportional to n and n2, respectively

(C1) a) There exists a twice differentiable function ν(t, x) on (0, 1)×X , where X is compact,

such that 0 < ν(t, x) < C1 <∞, and

E(In(t, x)) = nν(t, x). (19)

b) For each time t ∈ (0, 1), there exists a continuous function γt : X 2 × R 7→ R with
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|γt(x, y; τ)| < C2 <∞ and γt(x, y;−τ) = γt(x, y; τ) for every (x, y) ∈ X 2, such that

cn((t, x), (t+ τ
n , y))

n2
→ γt(x, y; τ).

This set-up allows for general nonstationarity of the mean intensity and covariance density of

the marked point process. The limiting covariance density γt(·) is a normalized quantity which

measure the covariance between the observation counts of two time intervals after scaling each of

them by n. Its subscript t reflects that this scaling depends on the local intensity. We can think

of Nn(·) as the result of mapping the observations of a marked point process during the period

(0, n) into the unit interval, as is illustrated in the following example.

Example. A nonstationary specification of the sequence of an (unmarked) point processes Nn(t)

is

Nn(t) = N

(
n

∫ t

0
π(s)ds

)
, (20)

for t ∈ (0, 1), where N(·) is a stationary point process with unit intensity and covariance density

c(·). In this specification the index n ‘speeds up the clock’, whereas the function π : (0, 1) 7→

R+ captures a deterministic pattern in the mean intensity, satisfying without loss of generality∫ 1
0 π(s)ds = 1. It follows that

ν(t) =
1

n
E(In(t)) = π(t),

γt(τ) = lim
n→∞

1

n2
cn

(
t, t+

τ

n

)
= π2(t)c(τπ(t)).

Taking the limit of the covariance density allows expressing the argument of µ(·) independent of

n. A stationary process is obtained by a constant time-change π(t) = π.

Similarly a nonstationary marked point processes can be obtained by re-scaling the time-

dimension of a stationary marked counting process N(dt × dx) with baseline intensity of one,

mark density f(x), and mark covariance density γt(x, y; τ) = γ(x, y; τ).

The unconditional baseline intensity νb(t) =
∫
ν(t, x)dx can be estimated as

ν̂h(t) =
1

n

∫ t+h

t−h
Kh(t− u)Nn(du), (21)

for some bandwidth h, and a kernel K with µ1(K) =
∫
xK(x)dx = 1, µ2(K) =

∫
x2K(x)dx <∞,

and R(K) =
∫
K2(x)dx <∞.

Proposition 1. Under condition (C1), when n→∞, h→ 0, nh→∞, and∫ ∞
−∞

γbt (τ)dτ <∞, (22)
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the bias and variance of estimator (21) are

E
(
ν̂h(t)− νb(t)

)
=

1

2
µ2(K)h2νb(t)′′ + o(h2), (23)

Var (ν̂h(t)) =
R(K)

nh

(
νb(t) +

∫ ∞
−∞

γbt (τ)dτ

)
+ o

(
1

nh

)
. (24)

The asymptotic variance thus equals the long-run variance given in (22), provided the lat-

ter is bounded. Therefore the optimal bandwidth increases with the long-run variance of the

point process, and decreases with the local curvature of the base-line intensity. For particular

specifications such as the linear self-exciting process by Hawkes (1971) these quantities can be

analytically computed in terms of its parameters. The mean intensity of a nonstationary marked

point process can be estimated by the denominator in (18)

ν̂h(t, x) =

∫∫
R×X

Kht(t− u)Khx(x− w)Nn(du× dw). (25)

Proposition 2. Under condition (C1), when n → ∞, ht → 0, hx → 0, nhthx → ∞, and for

every (x, y) ∈ X 2 ∫ ∞
−∞

γt(x, y; τ)dτ <∞, (26)

the bias and variance of estimator (25) are

E (ν̂h(t, x)− ν(t, x)) =
1

2
µ2(K)

(
h2
t νtt(t, x) + 2hthxνtx(t, x) + h2

xνxx(t, x)
)

+ o(h2
t + h2

x), (27)

Var (ν̂h(t, x)) =
R2(K)ν(t, x)

nhthx
+ o

(
1

nhthx

)
. (28)

The asymptotic variance of the marked point process intensity estimator (25) does not contain

a long-run variance term, unlike that of the baseline intensity estimator (21). The localization

with respect to the marks effectively re-shuffles the data, so that clustering in the baseline intensity

does not contribute to the asymptotic variance. This implies that for large enough sample sizes

any autocorrelation in the traded strike price or moneyness ratio only has a small impact on the

estimator.

3.4 Asymptotic normality

For the asymptotic analysis of the regression estimator (18) we impose mixing conditions to

control the temporal dependence of the random times, marks, and noise terms, and adapt these

to the infill setting. For point processes it is common to assume that event counts within two

non-overlapping time intervals become independent once there is sufficient time between them.

When the expected number of observations grows with n within each time interval, the distance

between two time intervals needs to be rescaled with n to maintain asymptotic independence.
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This is reflected in the mixing condition below. Define

Gba,n = σ{Nn(A,B), A ⊆ (a, b), B ⊆ Z},

and

αn(s) = sup
U∈Gu−∞,n,V ∈G∞v,n

|v−u|≥s

|P(U ∩ V )− P(U)P(V )| (29)

Definition. (i) A marked point process (N(A,B)) with natural filtration Gt is α-mixing if α(s)→

0 when s→∞.

(ii) A sequence of marked point processes (Nn(A,B)) with natural filtrations Gt,n is α-mixing in

rescaled time if supn≥1 αn
(
s
n

)
→ 0.

Part (i) in this definition is a standard mixing condition for point processes to be found for

example in Cranwell and Weiss (1978), or for marked point processes in Pawlas (2009). The

mixing condition in rescaled time in part (ii) is different in that for each n, the supremum is

taken over intervals whose gap is at least s
n . This requires the dependency to vanish proportional

to the expected number of observations in each interval, rather than the duration of this interval.

In the context of high frequency trading, this requires the effect of market events in the past on

current activity to decrease proportionally to the number of trades in between them. In other

words, it recognizes the difference between calender and business time.

Example. (cont.) In the speeding-up setting of (20), it follows from the definition that α-mixing

(in the usual sense) of the baseline process N(t) ensures that the sequence of point processes

{Nn(t)} is α-mixing in rescaled time.

We impose the following condition on the sampling times and marks:

(C2) {(ti,n,Mi,n, εi,n)} is α-mixing in rescaled time.

We further assume either of the following two conditions regarding the dependency structure of

the error terms:

(C3) The error terms in regression model (37) are martingale difference sequences:

E(εi,n|Fti,n ,Gti,n) = 0 a.s. (30)

(C3*) The marks Zi,n = (Mi,n, εi,n) in (37) only depend on the sampling times through their own

location:

(Zi1,n, · · · , Zik,n) ⊥ Nn(A)
∣∣ (ti1,n, · · · , tik,n) (31)

14



for every i ∈ N and A ⊆ (0, 1), the errors satisfy for some δ > 0

E
∣∣εi,n∣∣2+δ

<∞ (32)

for every i, n, and the mixing coefficients satisfy for some λ > δ
2+δ∫ ∞

0
wλα(w)

δ
2+δ dw <∞. (33)

Under assumption (C3), the noise terms are treated as unpredictable. This implies that C(ti,n,Mi,n) =

E(Ci,n|Fti,n ,Gti,n), that is, we identify the expected option price given all past observations. This

assumption is violated in the case of dependent microstructure noise. Assumption (C3*) allows

for the latter, at the cost of imposing some further restrictions on the moment of the noise and

the mixing coefficients. Furthermore we require the following regularity conditions:

(C4) The kernel K is a density, symmetric around zero and with zero value outside [−1, 1]. Define

R(K) =
∫
K2(x)dx < ∞ and µ2(K) =

∫
x2K(x)dx < ∞. Furthermore K is bounded and

Lipschitz continuous, i.e. there exists an L < ∞ such that |K(u) − K(v)| ≤ L|u − v| for

every u, v ∈ R.

(C5) σ2(t, x) > 0 is continuously differentiable.

In section 2.2 we distinguished two cases for the stochastic behaviour of the call pricing

function. Firstly we deal with the case in which the option pricing function is a smooth function

of its time argument. This leads to the following smoothness assumption:

(C6) The regression function C(t, x) is twice continuously differentiable with respect to t and x.

Under the above assumptions the asymptotic distribution is given by the following result:

Theorem 1. Let (C1)-(C6) hold, with either (C3) or (C3*), and let the bandwidths satisfy

ht → 0, hx → 0, nhthx →∞, nh5
thx = O(1), and nhth

5
x = O(1). Then for (t, x) ∈ (ht, 1−ht)×X

√
nhthx(Ĉh(t, x)− C(t, x)−B(t, x))

d−→ N(0, V (t, x)), (34)

with asymptotic bias

B(t, x) = h2
tµ2(K)

(
∂C(t, x)

∂t

∂ log(ν(t, x))

∂t
+

1

2

∂2C(t, x)

∂t2

)
+ h2

xµ2(K)

(
∂C(t, x)

∂x

∂ log(ν(t, x))

∂x
+

1

2

∂2C(t, x)

∂x2

)
, (35)
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and asymptotic variance proportional to

V (t, x) =
R2(K)σ2(t, x)

ν(t, x)
. (36)

Proof. See the Appendix.

This result shows that the asymptotic distribution of our estimator is the same as that of inde-

pendent observations. The long run variance of the point processes does not contribute to the

asymptotic variance here due to the local weighting of the covariate which effective reshuffles the

data under the mixing condition. Compared to fixed, equally spaced sampling times, random

sampling times lead to the mean intensity ν(t, x) in the asymptotic bias and variance expressions.

A higher mean intensity leads to more observations and hence to a lower variance. Note also

that estimating a regression function locally in time does not require global stationarity of the

covariates and error terms.

3.5 Diffusive model

The smoothness condition for the time dimension in (C6) is not aligned with a large class of op-

tion pricing models based around stochastic volatility and other latent variables. Essentially the

assumption requires all non-smooth time variation in option prices to be due to the underlying

asset price. While deterministic time-varying volatility is allowed for, diffusion-based models for

stochastic volatility such as the Heston (1993) model and its extensions have nowhere differen-

tiable volatility paths. In the more general case (8) the dynamics of the call pricing function

are driven by the finite-dimensional Markovian state vector λt. In this case the time-varying

nonparametric regression model is written as

C̃∗i,n = Cti,n(Mi,n) + εi,n, (37)

with E(εi,n|ti,n,Mi,n, λti,n) = 0 and Var(εi,n|ti,n = t,Mi,n = x, λti,n) = σ2
t (x). It follows from

Itô’s lemma applied to Ct(x) = C(t, x, λt) that for given moneyness x

dCt(x) = µCt (x)dt+ σCt (x)TdWt, (38)

where σCt (x) = γTt
∂Ct(x)
∂λt

and µCt (x) contains the drift terms. In particular the quadratic variation

of the option price for given moneyness is 〈C(x)〉t =
∫ t

0 σ
C
s (x)TσCs (x)ds. Assume the following

conditions on the option price paths:

(C6*)
∫ t

0 µ
C
s (m)2ds < ∞ a.s. and

∫ t
0 σ

C
s (x)TσCs (x)ds < ∞ a.s. for every t ∈ (0, 1). The state

vector {λt} is independent of the sampling times, marks, and noise (ti,n,Mi,n, εi,n).
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Under this more general stochastic model the asymptotic distribution is as follows:

Theorem 2. Let (C1)-(C5) and (C6*) hold, with either (C3) or (C3*), and let the bandwidths

satisfy ht → 0, hx → 0, nhthx → ∞, nh2
thx = O(1), and nhth

5
x = O(1). Then for (t, x) ∈

(ht, 1− ht)×X √
nhthx(Ĉh(t, x)− Ct(x)−B(t, x))

st−→ N(0, V (t, x)), (39)

with asymptotic bias

B(t, x) = h2
xµ2(K)

(
∂Ct(x)

∂x

∂ log ν(t, x)

∂x
+

1

2

∂2Ct(x)

∂x2

)
, (40)

and asymptotic variance

V (t, x)

nhthx
=
R2(K)σ2

t (x)

nhthxν(t, x)
+ htQ(K)σCt (x)TσCt (x), (41)

with Q(K) := 2
∫ 1

0

(∫ 1
q K(v)dv

)2
dq. The stable convergence is with respect to the σ-algebra

generated by the state vector {λt}t.

Proof. See the Appendix.

Theorem 2 shows that the previous bias term due to smoothing in the time direction is now

replaced by an additional variance term that depends on the quadratic variation of the option

price paths. This is analogous to results on spot volatility estimation for diffusive volatility paths,

see for example Zu and Boswijk (2014). The result suggests inference can be done by computing

pointwise confidence intervals based one the plug-in estimate of V (t, x).

Finally we remark that the result in this section are only valid at points of continuity of the

pricing function. While our setup allows for the presence of jumps in the underlying asset, the

states variables driving the time-varying jump intensity and volatility are not allowed to jump

themselves. However, Andersen et al. (2015) provide evidence of jumps in the state variables

which affect in particular the left tail of the pricing function.4 This would lead to discontinuities

in the normalized pricing function. A robust estimator in the presence of jumps could be formed

using one-sided filters for both sides of each time point, following results by Gijbels et al. (2007).5

Depending on the local residual sum of squares the left-side or right-side estimator can then be

used. The resulting estimator will be consistent even at time points with jumps in the state

variables.

4They do so by linearly interpolating Black-Scholes implied volatilities to a fixed set of moneyness levels before
computing their jump activity. Formally distinguishing jumps in the state variables from jumps in the underlying
asset price would have to control for the biases due to the moneyness interpolation method. Formal detection of
jumps is beyond the scope of this paper.

5See Kristensen (2010) for its use in filtering the spot volatility.
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3.6 Local polynomial regression and optimal bandwidths

The locally constant estimator (17) can be generalized to local polynomial smoothing of order p,

to remove leading bias terms while maintaining the same order of bias at the boundaries (Fan and

Gijbels, 1996). In this case the coefficients of the approximating polynomial around the design

point (t, x) are chosen to minimize the weighted least squares criterion

N∑
i=1

Ci,n − p∑
k=0

∑
{a,b:a+b=k}

βa,b(t, x)(ti − t)a(Mti − x)b

2

Kht(ti,n − t)Khx(Mi,n − x), (42)

with the weight of observation i given by Kht(ti−t)KhM (Mti−x). The estimated call price is then

given by Ĉ(t, x; p) = β̂0,0, which is the constant coefficient of the fitted p-th order polynomial.

The estimated first and second derivative are given by β̂0,1 and 2β̂0,2, respectively. This requires

that p is of order at least two. Fan and Gijbels (1996) recommend to choose to fit a polynomial

of one degree higher than the derivative of interest, to eliminate a leading bias term. Since our

object of interest, the state price density, is the second derivative we set p = 3 and fit a local

cubic polynomial. The coefficient of the quadratic moneyness term then gives a direct estimate

of the SPD. The locally constant estimator would require taking numerical differences twice, the

properties of which are studied in Aı̈t-Sahalia and Duarte (2003). When the call pricing function

varies smoothly over time, the asymptotic normality result in Theorem 1 for locally constant

regression can be adapted to the local polynomial setting. This is essentially treated by Masry

(1996), apart from that the regressors now include random sampling times which moreover are

allowed to have nonstationarity mean intensity. Masry (1996) derives the optimal bandwidth

matrix for the multidimensional case assuming it is diagonal, after rescaling the regressors to the

unit interval. The optimal bandwidth varies with the point of interest (t, x), depending on the

joint density of the time points and regressors, the partial derivatives of order p + 1, and the

potential heteroskedasticity of the errors.

The diffusion model of Theorem 2 does not have smoothness in the time direction. Therefore

it is not recommended to use higher order approximation in that direction, and standard asymp-

totic results as in Masry (1996) no longer apply. Instead, we can combine the locally constant

approximation for the time dimension with the local polynomial approximation for the moneyness

direction by solving

β̂(t, x) = arg min
β

N∑
i=1

(
Ci,n −

p∑
k=0

βk(Mi,n − x)k

)2

Kht(ti,n − t)Khx(Mi,n − x). (43)

Let C
(j)
t (x) = ∂jCt(x)

∂xj
be the j-th derivative of the call pricing function with respect to money-

ness, and let Ĉ
(j)
t (x) = j!β̂j(t, x) be its estimator. Define µj(K) =

∫
ujK(u)du and γj(K) =
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∫
ujK2(u)du, and let M and Γ be matrices with elements Mij = µi+j(K) and Γij = γi+j(K),

respectively. Also define the vector Bk,l = (µk(K), · · · , µl(K))T for k ≥ l. The next result states

the asymptotic bias and variance for estimating the j-th derivative of the moneyness direction

using a p-th order local partial polynomial.

Proposition 3. Let the conditions of Theorem 2 hold, let C
(p+2)
t (x) be continuous, and let the

bandwidths satisfy hx = O
(
n

−1
4(p+1)−2j+1

)
and ht = O

(
n

−2(p+1)
4(p+1)−2j+1

)
. The asymptotic bias of

Ĉ
(j)
t (x) for p− j odd is given by

Bj,n(t, x; p) = j!(M−1Bp+1,2p+1)j+1
C

(p+1)
t (x)

(p+ 1)!
hp+1−j
x , (44)

and the asymptotic variance by

Vj,n(t, x; p) = (j!)2

(
V 1
j (t, x; p)

nhthx
+ hth

2j
x V

2
j (t, x; p)

)
h−2j
x ,

where

V 1
j (t, x; p) =

σ2(t, x)

ν(t, x)
(M−1ΓM−1)(j+1)(j+1),

V 2
j (t, x; p) =

Q(K)

ν2(t, x)

(
∂jσCt (x)ν(t, x)

∂xj

)T (
∂jσCt (x)ν(t, x)

∂xj

)
.

The condition on the bandwidths is required to balance the bias with the two variance terms.

The constants for the optimal bandwidths h∗x = c∗xn
−1

4(p+1)−2j+1 and h∗t = c∗tn
−2(p+1)

4(p+1)−2j+1 that

minimize the asymptotic MSE are

c∗x =

 (p+ 1)!2(1 + 2j)
√
V 1
j V

2
j

2(p+ 1− j)(M−1Bp+1,2p+1)2
j+1

(
C

(p+1)
t (x)

)2


2

4(p+1)+1

, (45)

c∗t =

√
V 1
j

V 2
j

c∗x
− 1

2
−j (46)

The optimal bandwidths correspond to the univariate version of the optimal MSE bandwidth

from Masry (1996) when V 2
j = 0, that is, without the additional variance from smoothing the

option price path. The term V 2
j depends on the quadratic variation of the derivatives of the call

price function, since

d

〈
∂jCt(x)

∂xj

〉
t

=

(
∂jσCt (x)

∂xj

)T (
∂jσCt (x)

∂xj

)
dt.

In particular, for estimating the second derivative or the SPD, the term depends on the quadratic

variation of the state prices for given moneyness.
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4 Empirical Results

4.1 Data Description

The dataset consists of the transaction prices and bid and ask quotes of futures contracts on the

E-mini S&P 500 equity index, and of European options written on the futures price at maturity.

The bid and ask quotes are ‘best’ quotes, that is, only ask (bid) quotes entering the order book

that are lower (higher) than the previously best quote are recorded. They are traded on the

electronic GLOBEX platform and obtained from the CME Group. The sample period consists

of all trading days between November 1 and November 29, 2013. The options are End-of-Month

options, which deliver the futures contract at 3:00 PM Chicago Time on the last trading day of

the month, cash-settled with the strike price. The futures contract is the quarterly E-mini S&P

500 futures expiring the nearest after maturity of the option. For example, for the November

End-of-Month options the relevant futures contract is the December futures contract. The SPD

of the futures price at maturity is likely to resemble closely that of the equity index itself due to

the no-arbitrage relation between the futures and spot price of the underlying asset. In addition

the 1 month U.S. Treasury Bill rate is used to proxy for the risk-free rate.

Table 1a gives the total number of transactions, bid updates, and ask updates, for futures

and options during November 2013. The number of updated bid and ask quotes of the futures

and option prices is of the same order, whilst there are relatively less option transactions. This

indicates the large potential of adding bid and ask quotes to the sample. Quotes may be signifi-

cantly more noisy however, so that we apply several data filters, most of which are common in

the literature. Only option prices recorded during 8:30AM-3:15PM Chicago time are included

to prevent discontinuities due to the trading break between 3:15-4:00 PM and limited trading

outside working hours. We restrict attention to out-of-the-money options (61% of observations),

which are more liquid than in-the-money options. All non-positive quotes and transaction prices

are removed. Call options which violate the no arbitrage constraint Ft−e−r(T−t)K < Ct(K) < Ft

and put options which violate e−r(T−t)K−Ft < Pt(K) < K, with Ft the last observed transaction

price are removed (about 1% of observations). Quotes whose annualized implied volatility is out-

side the range 5 − 50% are also removed. Quotes on the same strike price of the same bid-ask

type recorded in the same second are averaged (71% of the observations), as they likely reflect

duplicate recordings of the same order. The same is done for duplicate option transaction prices,

and for duplicate futures quotes and transaction prices.

Remaining bid and ask option quotes that occur in the same second are averaged into a mid-

quote, provided the bid-ask spread is smaller than 0.25 (1% of the pairs) and the ask is higher

than the bid. For the futures quotes the maximum spread is set at 0.1. About 2% of the option

quotes do not have an opposite quote in the same second, most of them being single ask quotes
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for far OTM call options. If their value is less than 0.1 they are matched with a zero bid quote,

and dropped otherwise. Transaction prices and mid-quotes are averaged whenever they occur

in the same second. The resulting option mid-quotes are matched to the last recorded futures

mid-quote, or to the next recorded when no past mid-quotes are available, which happens at

the start of each trading day. The moneyness variable is then constructed as the ratio of the

strike price and matched futures mid-quote. Put option mid-quotes are converted into call option

mid-quotes by put-call parity using the matched futures mid-quote.

The no-arbitrage constraints of the call prices being monotonically increasing and convex in

the strike prices are enforced whenever there are mid-quotes on multiple strike prices at the same

time point. First observations that violate monotonicity with at least one neighbouring strike

price are removed iteratively until the mid-quotes are strictly increasing in their strike price.

Then the remaining observations that violate convexity with their two neighbouring strike price

are removed, until all sets of three adjacent strike prices are convex.6 Together these constraints

remove about 7% of the remaining mid-quotes. Table 1b shows the number of mid-quotes after

the data cleaning procedure.

Table 1: Number of observations by type for E-mini S&P 500 futures and option prices in
November 2013.

(a) Before filtering.

Futures Calls Puts

Transactions 6,922,393 11,329 15,713

Bid Prices 20,883,086 10,947,785 14,223,270

Ask Prices 20,883,071 11,472,708 15,395,095

(b) After filtering.

Futures OTM Calls ITM Calls

Mid-quotes 1,056,341 1,587,970 3,124,404

Figure 1 shows a scatter plot of moneyness levels of option transactions during November 2013

versus their trading times. The five vertical lines per week indicate the trading days, and show

there is little activity during night hours. Recall that moneyness is the ratio of two components,

the traded strike price and the futures prices at the time of trade. The range of strike prices

that is listed on the exchange is set on a daily basis in reaction to movements in the underlying.7

This effectively rebalances traded moneyness levels around one, which prevents a unit root in

the futures price level from carrying over to the moneyness ratio. Near maturity the traded

moneyness levels are closer to one, as large returns become less likely over smaller intervals.

6For discussion and an alternative algorithm see Vergote and Gutiérrez (2012). The projection method by
Aı̈t-Sahalia and Duarte (2003) offers an alternative that does not require removing any observations.

7The CME Group lists strike prices on E-mini S&P 500 futures options at regular intervals within +-50% of
the closing price of the futures on the previous day, with additional strike prices closer to the futures price.
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Figure 1: Time series plot of moneyness levels of options transactions during November 2013, for
options expiring November 29, 2013.

Figure 2 shows the sample autocorrelation of the moneyness ratios on a arbitrary trading day.8

The sample autocorrelation is significantly positive for up to 300 lags. Still this corresponds only

to about six minutes based on our sample size if observations would be equally spaced. The

empirical bandwidths chosen later are typically between two to four times larger.
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Figure 2: Sample autocorrelation of moneyness ratios up to 300 lags for option mid-quotes on
November 1, 2013.

8The sample autocorrelation pattern is virtually the same as that of the strike prices, suggesting it is hardly
affected by intraday changes in the futures price level.
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4.2 Bandwidth choice

Implementing the kernel estimator requires a data driven choice of the bandwidths ht and hx.

A feasible plug-in bandwidth based on the optimal bandwidths (45) requires estimating the

unknown mean intensity ν(t, x), the partial derivative C
(p+1)
t (x), the error variance σ2(t, x), and

the increment of the quadratic variation of the call price derivatives
(
∂jσCt (x)
∂xj

)T (∂jσCt (x)
∂xj

)
. The

optimal bandwidths (45) vary with the design point (t, x), reflecting features such as intraday

patterns in trading intensity or heteroskedasticity of the error terms.

The components of the feasible IAMSE bandwidths are estimated as follows. The mean

intensity function ν(t, x) is assumed to be separable as v(t)f(x), where v(t) is the baseline intensity

of the trading times and f(x) is the density of the marks Mt. There is little evidence that the

distribution of traded moneyness varies significantly during the day. The time intensity v(t) can

be estimated in several ways. To estimate the diurnal pattern in the trading intensity v(t) the

literature on autoregressive conditional duration models (Engle and Russell, 1998) or self-exciting

point processes (Bowsher, 2007) often uses global approximations such as spline functions. Since

this requires choosing the number and locations of the knots for the spline, we instead use the

kernel estimator (21) with a plug-in optimal bandwidth. Initial estimates of νt and ν ′′t are obtained

using Silverman’s rule-of-thumb density estimator. To estimate ηt we deseasonalize the durations

with the initial intensity estimates and compute the empirical autocovariance function. The

resulting bandwidth estimates are then smoothed over to prevent additional variability. Figures

3 show the resulting estimates of the baseline intensity. There is a recurrent intraday pattern

with the highest trading activity occurring about one hour after opening and gradual decline

during the day. For the density of moneyness Mt on each day we use a simple kernel density

estimator with Silverman’s rule-of-thumb bandwidth. The resulting density estimates are in

Figure 4. Trading activity for out-of-the-money put options and in-the-money call options (the

left tail) is higher than their counterparts on the right tail. This suggests that insurance against

negative shocks drives a large part of trading activity. There is not much trading for moneyness

levels outside the interval 0.85-1.05, which corresponds to the range for which the exchange sets

strike prices at small distances from each other. The density derivatives are also needed for the

optimal bandwidth and are similarly estimated with the derivative of the kernels.

For the other components we obtain initial estimates by calibrating the parametric jump-

diffusion model proposed by Bates (2000). This model has one stochastic volatility factor, with

dynamics under the Q-measure given by

dFt
Ft

= rtdt+
√
VtdBt + (J − 1)dN(t),

dVt = κ(Θ− V (t))dt+ γ
√
VtdWt,
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Figure 3: Kernel estimate of the diurnal pattern in the arrival of option quotes between 8.30AM-
3PM from November 1 to November 20, 2013, using the plug-in version of the MSE optimal
bandwidth with a rule-of-thumb bandwidth for the initial estimate.

Figure 4: Kernel density estimate of the trading activity over different levels of moneyness during
8.30AM-3PM for each day between November 1 to November 20, 2013, using the rule-of-thumb
bandwidth of Bowman and Azzalini (1997, p. 31) based on the median absolute deviation.

where Corr(dBt, dWt) = ρdt, N(t) is a Poisson jump process with intensity λJ that is independent

of the Brownian motions, and J is lognormal with location parameter µJ and volatility σJ .

This model is a special case of the general setting we introduced in section 2. The calibration
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minimizes the average squared pricing error of a training sample consisting of daily snapshots of

5000 observed call prices on each of the 20 trading days in November 2013.9 The parameters and

daily stochastic volatilities are optimized jointly. The results are given in Table 2. The fourth

Table 2: Calibrated parameters of the one-factor Bates (2000) jump-diffusion model for November
2013.

Θ̄ κ̄ γ̄ ρ̄ µ̄J σ̄J λ̄ σ̄ε

0.02 0.10 0.38 -0.59 -0.06 0.10 0.45 1.6 ∗ 10−4

derivative of the pricing function with respect to moneyness, and its first three derivatives with

respect to the spot variance Vt are numerically computed using the calibrated parameter vector θ̂.

These are required to implement the local polynomial estimator (43) based on a cubic expansion

p = 3. Apart from p the bandwidths also vary with the derivative j of interest. The quadratic

variation of the j-th derivative of the pricing function is given by
(
∂jC̄(M,Vt,θ̂)

∂jV
γ
√
Vt

)2
. The

average squared pricing error is used as an initial homoskedastic estimate of the error variance

function. The estimated components are then plugged into the optimal bandwidth constants (45)

to yield pilot bandwidths ĥ∗t,j and ĥ∗x,j .

To reduce the dependency on the initial parametric model we iterate the plug-in bandwidth

method starting from the initial nonparametric estimator based on the pilot bandwidths. The

error variance function is estimated by a kernel regression of the squared centered pricing errors

on their moneyness level. The root of the average squared residuals is reduced to 1.1 ∗ 10−4. The

fourth derivative C
(4)
t (x) is obtained by numerically differentiating the estimated third derivative.

The quadratic variation of the j-th derivative is directly estimated from its ‘realized’ counterpart

based on intraday squared centered increments for given moneyness:

̂〈
∂jCt(x)

∂xj

〉
t

= (j!)2

bt/∆c∑
l=1

(
β̂j(∆l, x)− β̂j(∆(l − 1), x)

)2
, (47)

on a grid with time intervals of length ∆.10 This quadratic variation estimator is based on

estimated values, whose estimation error leads to a similar upward bias as the noise in estimating

the quadratic variation of underlying asset returns. Figure 5 shows the estimated quadratic

variation of the increments of the estimated call pricing function and its second derivative for

frequencies ranging from five minutes to half an hour. The graphs show that the quadratic

variation in the tails of the distribution appears substantially larger than under the parametric

model, suggesting the single-factor stochastic volatility model does not capture enough variation

9We choose the first 5000 call prices recorded after 10 AM on each trading day to mitigate opening effects.
Typically these are all observed within an interval of a few minutes leaving the state vector is approximately
unchanged.

10Further smoothing can be done in the moneyness direction using kernel weights, but does significantly alter
the estimate as the β̂(t, x) coefficient are by construction already smooth.
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to explain the volatility of out-of-the-money put options. This finding holds for all the frequencies

considered, suggesting it is not merely due to upward biases due to estimation errors. For

the level of the pricing function there is little difference among the frequencies, suggesting the

estimation error does not lead to a severe upward bias in the estimates. Only in the right tail

the shorter frequencies show a second peak, which can be attributed to the few observations and

the resulting larger estimation errors in that region. For the second derivative of the pricing

function there are large differences between the frequencies, due to the slower convergence rate

for estimating derivatives nonparametrically. This effect dominates the right tail leading to large

peaks for the five minute estimator in particular. A simple way to address the estimation error

in region with sparse observation is by truncating increments in (47) above a certain threshold.

Figure 6 shows the resulting truncated estimator of the quadratic variance function when the

threshold is set to five times the volatility under the SVJ model. This brings down some of

the seemingly excessive variation in the right tail, while leaving regions with more observations

largely unchanged, effectively shrinking the quadratic variation towards the parametric model.

More sophisticated threshold methods could be designed that take into account the local standard

errors.
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(a) Call price function.
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(b) State-price density.

Figure 5: Estimated quadratic variations of the nonparametrically estimated normalized call
prices and state-price densities at different moneyness levels for four frequencies, compared to
the Bates (2000) one-factor stochastic volatility (SVJ) model. Nonparametric estimator is the
local partial cubic estimator using varying pilot bandwidths. Plot shows the mean over trading
days in November 2013.

Figure 7 shows the resulting pilot and one-step iterated bandwidth surface during an arbitrary

trading day. The top panel shows the pilot bandwidths, which increase steeply in the tails where

there are few observations. The bottom panel shows the one-step iterated bandwidths, where the
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(b) State-price density.

Figure 6: Estimated truncated quadratic variations of the nonparametrically estimated norma-
lized call prices and state-price densities compared to the Bates (2000) one-factor stochastic
volatility (SVJ) model. Truncation threshold is five times the volatility under the SVJ model.
Plot shows the mean over trading days in November 2013.

tails have come down to a large extent, in particular for the time bandwidths. This is mostly due

to the higher estimated quadratic variation in the tails than the parametric model, which behaves

like a bias term in (3) and therefore commands a smaller time bandwidth. This also makes visible

the hump in both bandwidth surfaces just below moneyness level one, where the SPD behaves

approximately linear so that a large bandwidth does not induce as much bias as elsewhere.

Despite varying wildly, the median time bandwidth is about 2∗10−3, which corresponds to about

11 minutes. For a uniform kernel this corresponds to about 1, 800 observations on average when

summing over all moneyness levels.

4.3 Estimation results

Figure 8 shows the resulting local partial cubic estimator using a Gaussian kernel of the call price

function, the option delta, and the SPD with the varying iterated bandwidths from Figure 7.11

Each of these is normalized to monthly returns, following the rescaling in (13). The plots are

in calendar time to prevent discontinuities due to overnight changes. The estimated call price

function is a smooth surface which reflects the payoff function (FT−K)+ of European call options.

The mid panel shows the delta of the normalized pricing function, or the number of units of the

underlying asset needed to delta-hedge an option written on the return of the underlying asset.

The lower panel shows the estimated state price densities during the sample, which indicate how

11The Gaussian kernel has infinite support and therefore performs slightly more stable in sparse regions than
kernels with a strict cut-off such as the uniform kernel.
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(a) Pilot bandwidths.

(b) One-step iterated bandwidths.

Figure 7: Plug-in varying pilot and one-step iterated bandwidth surface for estimating the SPD
during November 1, 2013 based on the miminum AMSE diagonal bandwidth. Left plots show
the time bandwidth ht and right plots show the moneyness bandwidth hx.

valuable a unit payoff is to investors in different states of the world as proxied for by the return

on the S&P 500. These show a clear negative skewness and a fat left tail.

Figure 9 compares the average of the parametric SPDs obtained from the calibrated Bates

(2000) model with that of the local partial cubic estimator. The nonparametric estimator domi-

nates in the left tail, indicating a higher kurtosis and more negative skewness than its parametric

counterpart.

Figure 10 shows the dynamics of the calibrated parametric SPD, displaying a similar increase

in variance during the last week of the sample, though seemingly underestimating the kurtosis

at various trading days.
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(a) Call price function. (b) Dynamics of the call price delta.

(c) Dynamics of the state price density.

Figure 8: Time-varying local partial cubic smoother of the call price function (upper panel),
option delta (mid) and SPD (lower), using mid-quotes of E-mini S&P 500 options expiring on
November 29, 2013, with the iterated plug-in varying bandwidths from Figure 7. Estimators are
updated between 8:30AM-3:15PM every trading day.

5 Simulation Study

This section studies the performance of the proposed nonparametric estimators in a simulation

experiment. The parametric Bates (2000)-model is treated as the data generating process, and

different nonparametric estimators are applied to data simulated from it. The nonparametric

estimators include the dynamic local full and partial cubic estimators, and a static cubic estimator

which does not smooth in the time dimension. The bandwidths are chosen according to the plug-
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Figure 9: Parametric SPD using the Bates (2000) model (SVJ) versus the nonparametric (NP)
local partial cubic estimator with varying bandwidth. Plot shows the mean over trading days in
November 2013.

Figure 10: Parametric SPD obtained as the second numerical derivative of the call pricing function
with respect to moneyness for November 2013, using the calibrated Bates (2000) model.

in varying bandwidth method described in Section 4.2.12 The static and dynamic full cubic

estimator use pilot bandwidths that estimate the fourth (partial) derivatives using the calibrated

parametric model. For the dynamic partial cubic estimator both pilot and one-step iterated

bandwidth surfaces are reported. We take the calibrated parameters and stochastic volatility

from the parametric Bates (2000)-model in Table 2. For a time interval matching one trading

12While the same model is used to construct pilot bandwidths, its parameters and volatility paths are treated as
unknown and need to be estimated. The advantage of using the correct model for bandwidth selection is reduced
by iterating the bandwidth surfaces.
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day, M = 50 volatility paths are simulated and the theoretical normalized option prices with

time to maturity of 20 days computed on a grid. For each volatility path, and for each of three

sample sizes n ∈ {1000; 10, 000; 100, 000}, S = 100 draws of the noise terms, sampling times, and

moneyness levels are used to create sets of observed call prices.13 The procedure is repeated for

several scenarios that correspond to different values of the structural parameters. The benchmark

setting uses initial volatility V0 = 0.012, i.i.d. noise terms, Poisson sampling times, and AR(1)

moneyness levels with fitted autocorrelation 0.42.

The Mean Squared Error (MSE) is then computed on a grid of time and moneyness by taking

the average squared error between the estimated prices and its theoretical values:

MSE
(

ˆ̄C
(j)
hn

(t, x)
)

=
1

MS

M∑
k=1

S∑
i=1

(
ˆ̄C

(j)
hn

(t, x; i, k)− C̄(j)(t, x;Vtk, θ0)
)2

The Integrated Weighted Mean Squared Error (IWMSE) is then computed as the numerical

integral of the MSE on a grid, based on a weighting function ω(t, x):

IWMSE
(

ˆ̄C
(j)
hn

;ω
)

=

∫∫
MSE

(
ˆ̄C

(j)
hn

(s, y)
)
ω(s, y)dsdy.

Tables 3-5 report the results for the weighting function ω(t, x) = f(x) with f(x) the average

trading activity for different moneyness levels. This weighting puts more weight on options

that are traded most, and reduces dependency on erratic performance in regions with scarce

observations.14 Tables 3 reports the results for estimating the call pricing function (j = 0). The

same is done for the first moneyness-derivative, or the option delta, in Table 4, and for the second

moneyness-derivative, or the SPD, in Table 5.

The main findings are as follows. For small sample sizes (n = 1, 000), the static estimator

does a remarkably good job, which can be explained by its low variability compared to the other

estimators. However its performance hardly improves when the sample sizes gets larger, as it is

an inconsistent estimator of the dynamic pricing function. Still for estimating the derivatives of

the pricing function its performance increases with the sample sizes, as the variance component

is relatively large. The local full cubic estimator on the other hand performs rather poorly

in small samples due to the large number of local parameters (10 for p = 3) that have to be

estimated. While its performance improves rapidly with the sample size, even for n = 100, 000

it is often outperformed by the static estimator, in particular for estimating the derivatives.

The local partial cubic estimator outperforms the other two in all scenarios in estimating the

pricing function and its first derivative, as it has a low number of parameters (4 for p = 3)

13The same volatility paths are used for the different sample sizes n to reduce sampling variability.
14The unweighted Integrated Mean Squared Error (IMSE) yields qualitatively similar results, but has somewhat

more volatile simulated MSEs for small sample sizes.
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yet is able to capture the dynamic behaviour of the pricing function. Only for estimating the

second derivative, the SPD, it does not yet beat the static estimator in all scenarios for the

largest sample size considered. The pilot bandwidth version of the partial cubic estimator tends

to outperform the iterated bandwidth version by a wide margin for small sample sizes, but the

iterated bandwidth version catches up when the sample size gets larger and components such

as the option quadratic variation can be more accurately estimated. The relative performance

of the partial cubic estimator improves when the volatility of volatility goes up, which implies a

larger role for the dynamics of the pricing function. The relative performance of both dynamic

estimators improves when the noise gets larger, but is barely affected by dependent noise. All

estimators, in particular the local full cubic estimator, improve markedly for higher volatility, in

which case the derivatives of the pricing functions are less steep and larger bandwidths can be

used.

Table 3: Simulated IWMSE (10−8) of local cubic estimators of the call pricing function Ct(x)
under various settings, with varying bandwidth. The static estimator is labeled ‘uni’, the full cubic
estimator ‘smooth’, the partial cubic estimator ‘diffuse’. The univariate and smooth estimator
use pilot bandwidth surfaces. Based on M = 50 volatility paths and S = 100 simulated samples
per path. Benchmark setting is initial volatility V0 = 0.012, i.i.d. noise, Poisson times, and
AR(1) moneyness with ρ = 0.42.

(a) Benchmark setting

n Ĉuni Ĉsmooth Ĉdiffuse
hpilot

Ĉdiffuse
hiter

1000 1.58 7.36 0.55 1.12

10000 1.55 2.75 0.16 0.25

100000 1.55 0.72 0.06 0.08

(b) Dependent noise: ρε = 0.5

n Ĉuni Ĉsmooth Ĉdiffuse
hpilot

Ĉdiffuse
hiter

1000 1.28 7.45 0.80 1.21

10000 1.25 2.63 0.21 0.34

100000 1.24 0.68 0.07 0.10

(c) Large noise: σε = 2 ∗ σ̄ε

n Ĉuni Ĉsmooth Ĉdiffuse
hpilot

Ĉdiffuse
hiter

1000 1.47 10.62 0.81 1.93

10000 1.41 4.89 0.27 0.46

100000 1.40 1.64 0.10 0.14

(d) Small noise: σε = 1/2 ∗ σ̄ε

n Ĉuni Ĉsmooth Ĉdiffuse
hpilot

Ĉdiffuse
hiter

1000 1.25 4.59 0.39 0.82

10000 1.23 1.25 0.10 0.18

100000 1.22 0.25 0.03 0.06

(e) High volatility: V0 = 2 ∗ V̄0

n Ĉuni Ĉsmooth Ĉdiffuse
hpilot

Ĉdiffuse
hiter

1000 2.15 2.63 0.75 1.74

10000 2.12 0.85 0.22 0.37

100000 2.11 0.23 0.07 0.09

(f) Low volatility: V0 = 1/2 ∗ V̄0

n Ĉuni Ĉsmooth Ĉdiffuse
hpilot

Ĉdiffuse
hiter

1000 1.32 15.15 0.35 0.90

10000 1.29 5.25 0.13 0.25

100000 1.28 1.20 0.05 0.09

(g) High volatility of volatility: γ = 2 ∗ γ̄

n Ĉuni Ĉsmooth Ĉdiffuse
hpilot

Ĉdiffuse
hiter

1000 5.43 12.85 1.80 3.86

10000 5.36 3.99 0.52 0.86

100000 5.34 0.92 0.18 0.31

(h) Low volatility of volatility: γ = 1/2 ∗ γ̄

n Ĉuni Ĉsmooth Ĉdiffuse
hpilot

Ĉdiffuse
hiter

1000 0.25 6.83 0.24 0.66

10000 0.24 2.85 0.08 0.12

100000 0.24 0.79 0.03 0.04
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Table 4: Simulated IWMSE (10−4) of estimators of the risk neutral distribution FQ
t (x) under

various settings.

(a) Benchmark setting

n F̂uni F̂ smooth F̂ diffuse
hpilot

F̂ diffuse
hiter

1000 0.14 3.41 0.61 2.02

10000 0.11 0.98 0.15 0.22

100000 0.11 0.23 0.05 0.05

(b) Dependent noise: ρε = 0.5

n F̂uni F̂ smooth F̂ diffuse
hpilot

F̂ diffuse
hiter

1000 0.12 3.63 0.82 2.42

10000 0.09 0.95 0.16 0.23

100000 0.09 0.22 0.05 0.06

(c) Large noise: σε = 2 ∗ σ̄ε

n F̂uni F̂ smooth F̂ diffuse
hpilot

F̂ diffuse
hiter

1000 0.16 4.76 0.78 2.54

10000 0.11 1.78 0.24 0.35

100000 0.10 0.53 0.08 0.09

(d) Small noise: σε = 1/2 ∗ σ̄ε

n F̂uni F̂ smooth F̂ diffuse
hpilot

F̂ diffuse
hiter

1000 0.12 2.29 0.49 2.38

10000 0.10 0.45 0.09 0.17

100000 0.09 0.09 0.02 0.04

(e) High volatility: V0 = 2 ∗ V̄0

n F̂uni F̂ smooth F̂ diffuse
hpilot

F̂ diffuse
hiter

1000 0.08 1.28 0.99 4.26

10000 0.06 0.36 0.22 0.63

100000 0.06 0.09 0.05 0.10

(f) Low volatility: V0 = 1/2 ∗ V̄0

n F̂uni F̂ smooth F̂ diffuse
hpilot

F̂ diffuse
hiter

1000 0.27 8.61 0.69 2.30

10000 0.24 2.58 0.20 0.46

100000 0.24 0.61 0.07 0.14

(g) High volatility of volatility: γ = 2 ∗ γ̄

n F̂uni F̂ smooth F̂ diffuse
hpilot

F̂ diffuse
hiter

1000 0.64 8.28 5.42 16.97

10000 0.52 2.51 0.92 1.75

100000 0.50 0.64 0.24 0.45

(h) Low volatility of volatility: γ = 1/2 ∗ γ̄

n F̂uni F̂ smooth F̂ diffuse
hpilot

F̂ diffuse
hiter

1000 0.04 2.96 0.22 1.36

10000 0.02 0.94 0.06 0.11

100000 0.02 0.23 0.02 0.02

6 Option Hedging

A risk averse option writer or buyer can hedge its net position in an option contract by taking

an opposite position in the underlying asset. The delta-hedge equals the partial derivative of the

option price with respect to the price of the underlying asset:

∂C(t,K, Ft, λt)

∂F

∣∣∣
F=Ft

= C̄t(Mt)−Mt
∂C̄t(M)

∂M

∣∣∣
M=Mt

,

using homogeneity of the call pricing function, with Mt = K
Ft

the moneyness of the option. The

delta-hedge does not minimize the variance of the hedging errors when returns on the underlying

asset correlate with unobserved state variables. In this case the local minimum variance hedge

(e.g. Mykland et al., 2006; Alexander and Nogueira, 2007) can be used, which by Itô’s Lemma
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Table 5: Simulated IWMSE of estimators of the SPD fQt (x) under various settings.

(a) Benchmark setting

n f̂uni f̂smooth f̂diffusehpilot
f̂diffusehiter

1000 0.13 3.26 0.50 1.13

10000 0.06 1.78 0.22 0.29

100000 0.04 0.88 0.10 0.11

(b) Dependent noise: ρε = 0.5

n f̂uni f̂smooth f̂diffusehpilot
f̂diffusehiter

1000 0.12 3.30 0.58 1.36

10000 0.05 1.71 0.20 0.29

100000 0.03 0.84 0.09 0.12

(c) Large noise: σε = 2 ∗ σ̄ε

n f̂uni f̂smooth f̂diffusehpilot
f̂diffusehiter

1000 0.15 3.98 0.68 2.14

10000 0.06 2.40 0.31 0.44

100000 0.03 1.29 0.14 0.16

(d) Small noise: σε = 1/2 ∗ σ̄ε

n f̂uni f̂smooth f̂diffusehpilot
f̂diffusehiter

1000 0.13 2.41 0.35 0.94

10000 0.06 1.15 0.13 0.23

100000 0.04 0.52 0.05 0.09

(e) High volatility: V0 = 2 ∗ V̄0

n f̂uni f̂smooth f̂diffusehpilot
f̂diffusehiter

1000 0.05 0.84 0.13 1.48

10000 0.02 0.43 0.05 0.20

100000 0.01 0.21 0.02 0.04

(f) Low volatility: V0 = 1/2 ∗ V̄0

n f̂uni f̂smooth f̂diffusehpilot
f̂diffusehiter

1000 0.37 10.65 0.99 2.90

10000 0.20 6.18 0.42 0.94

100000 0.20 3.24 0.14 0.32

(g) High volatility of volatility: γ = 2 ∗ γ̄

n f̂uni f̂smooth f̂diffusehpilot
f̂diffusehiter

1000 0.92 11.84 3.68 7.66

10000 0.48 7.35 1.08 2.08

100000 0.40 4.16 0.39 0.84

(h) Low volatility of volatility: γ = 1/2 ∗ γ̄

n f̂uni f̂smooth f̂diffusehpilot
f̂diffusehiter

1000 0.05 2.39 0.15 1.03

10000 0.01 1.24 0.07 0.15

100000 0.01 0.58 0.03 0.05
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and homogeneity is given by

d 〈C(t,K, F, λ), F 〉t
d 〈F, F 〉t

=
∂C(t,K, F, λt)

∂F

∣∣∣
F=Ft

+
Ftd

〈
C̄(M), F

〉
t

d 〈F, F 〉t

∣∣∣
M=Mt

,

which consists of the delta-hedge and the instantaneous beta of the normalized pricing function

C̄t(M) to the underlying asset. The latter term will be non-zero when omitted state variables

correlate with the state prices, due to for example the leverage effect between asset returns and

volatility.

The delta-hedge can be directly computed from the estimated level and first derivative of

the normalized call pricing function. Figure 11 shows the nonparametric method yields less

steeply declining delta-hedges than its parametric counterpart. For an at-the-money option the

difference is about five percent. Figure 12 shows the average beta of the changes in the estimated
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Figure 11: Average of daily estimated delta-hedges for the Bates (2000) stochastic volatility jump-
diffusion (SVJ) model and the nonparametric time-varying kernel estimator during November
2013.

price and the underlying asset, computed as the ratio of the covariance at difference frequencies

and the realized variance of the underlying asset at a fixed 10-minute frequency to focus on

the numerator. At all considered frequencies the nonparametric beta roughly coincides with the

parametric model in the right tail, but is pronouncedly more negative in the left tail. Figure

13 shows the resulting minimum-variance hedge. The realized beta term brings the parametric

and nonparametric hedges closer to each other for at-the-money call options, but increases their

difference for out-of-the-money put options in the left tail .
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Figure 12: Average of daily estimated instantaneous beta of the normalized call price changes
and the underlying asset returns for the SVJ model and the nonparametric time-varying kernel
estimator for different frequencies during November 2013. Quadratic variation of underlying
returns is the 10-minute realized variance.
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Figure 13: Average of daily estimated minimum variance-hedges for the SVJ model and the
nonparametric time-varying kernel estimator during November 2013.
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7 Conclusion

This paper proposes a method to estimate the conditional state-price density implicit in European

option prices using high frequency data. Asymptotic theory of a local partial cubic smoother is

derived when the dynamics is driven by diffusive state variables. An iterated plug-in bandwidth

selection procedure is developed that uses parametric estimates in the initial step to deliver

effective sample intervals between five minutes to half an hour. The optimal bandwidths also

vary significantly with the moneyness level. A simulation study shows that the estimator of the

diffusion-based model outperforms that of static and smoothly varying models for realistic sample

sizes and parameter values.

The empirical results show that the estimator is able to produce smooth implied densities

from option quotes. Quadratic variation estimators based on the estimated call price and its

derivatives show a higher variation in the left tail of the distribution than can be explained by

a single-volatility factor parametric model. Further research could point out whether multiple-

factor models, or models with jumps in state variables, can adequately match the model-free

quadratic variation estimators.

Appendix

Proof of Proposition 1. The bias follows by a second-order Taylor expansion. For the variance,

define for (t, s) ∈ R2 the continuous covariance measure

µ(c)
n (t, s) = δ(t− s)nν(t) + n2γt(n(s− t)), (48)

with δ(·) the Dirac delta function. Note µ
(c)
n (t, s) is symmetric since γs(n(t− s)) = γs(n(t− s)).

Then

Var

(
1

n

∫ t+ht

t−ht
Kht(t− u)Nn(ds)

)
=

1

n2

∫ t+ht

t−ht

∫ t+ht

t−ht
Kht(t− u)Kht(t− v)µ(c)

n (u, v)dudv

=
1

n

∫ t+ht

t−ht
K2
ht(t− v)ν(v)dv

+

∫ t+ht

t−ht

∫ t+ht

t−ht
Kht(t− u)Kht(t− v)γu(n(v − u))dudv

=
ν(t)

nht
R(K) + o

(
1

nht

)
+

∫ 1

−1

∫ nht

−nht
K(z)K (z + y/n) γt+htz(y)dydz

=
R(K)

nht

(
ν(t) +

∫ ∞
−∞

γt(τ)dτ

)
+ o

(
1

nht

)
,
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using dominated convergence in the last step.

Proof of Proposition 2. The density estimator has expectation

E(ν̂h(t, x)) = E
1

n

∫∫
R×X

Kht(t− u)Khx(x− w)Nn(du× dw)

=

∫∫
R×X

Kht(t− s)Khx(x− w)ν(u,w)dsdw

=

∫∫
(−1,1)2

K (u)K (v) ν(t+ htu, x+ hxv)dudv

= ν(t, x) +
1

2
µ2(K)

(
h2
t νtt(t, x) + 2hthxνtx(t, x) + h2

xνxx(t, x)
)

+ o(h2
t + h2

x),

using a second-order Taylor expansion in the final step. Its variance is given by

Var(ν̂h(t, x)) =
1

(nhthx)2
Var

(∫ t+ht

t−ht

∫ x+hx

x−hx
K

(
t− u
ht

)
K

(
x− w
hx

)
dNn(u,w)

)
=

1

(nhthx)2

∫ t+ht

t−ht

∫ x+hx

x−hx
K2

(
t− u
ht

)
K2

(
x− w
hx

)
Var (dNn(u,w))

+
2

(nhthx)2

∫∫
t−ht≤u<v≤t+ht

∫∫ x+hx

x−hx
K

(
t− u
ht

)
K

(
t− v
ht

)
K

(
x− w
hx

)
K

(
x− y
hx

)

× Cov (dNn(u,w), dNn(v, y))

≡ (V ) + (CV ).

The integrated variance terms (V) equal

(V ) =
1

(nhthx)2

∫ t+ht

t−ht

∫ x+hx

x−hx
K2

(
t− s
ht

)
K2

(
x− w
hx

)
νn(s, w)dsdw

=
1

nhthx

∫ t+ht

t−ht

∫ x+hx

x−hx
K2 (u)K2 (v) ν(t+ htu, x+ hxv)dudv

=
R2(K)ν(t, x)

nhthx
+ o

(
1

nhthx

)
.
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The integrated covariance terms (CV) equal

(CV ) =
2

(nhthx)2

t+ht∫
t−ht

t+ht∫
s

∫∫ x+hx

x−hx
K

(
t− s
ht

)
K

(
t− r
ht

)
K

(
x− w
hx

)
K

(
x− y
hx

)

× cn((s, w), (r, y))drdsdwdy

=
2

(nht)2

t+ht∫
t−ht

t+ht∫
s

K

(
t− s
ht

)
K

(
t− r
ht

)
cn((s, x), (r, x))drds× (1 + o(1))

= 2

1∫
−1

1−u∫
0

K (u)K (u+ v) γt+htu(x, x;nhtv)dvdu× (1 + o(1))

=
2

nht

1∫
−1

nht(1−u)∫
0

K (u)K

(
u+

τ

nht

)
γt+htu(x, x; z)dτdu× (1 + o(1))

=
2R(K)

nht

∞∫
0

γt(x, x; τ)dτ + o

(
1

nht

)
,

using the definition of the covariance density γt(·) in the second step, and dominated convergence

in the final step. This implies that the covariance terms are of smaller order than the variance

terms, so that the asymptotic variance is given by (28).

Proof of Theorem 1. Firstly, we decompose

Ĉh(t, x)− C(t, x) =
ĝB(t, x) + ĝV (t, x)

ν̂(t, x)
, (49)

with

ĝB(t, x) =
1

n

∫∫
R×X

Kht(t− u)Khx(x− w) (C(u,w)− C(t, x))Nn(du× dw)

ĝV (t, x) =
1

n

∫∫∫
R×X×E

Kht(t− u)Khx(x− w)εNn(du× dw × dε)

The proof consists of two parts:

(i) ĝB(t, x)
p−→ ν(t, x)B(t, x)

(ii)
√
nhthxĝ

V (t, x)
d−→ ν(t, x)×N(0, V (t, x)).

Throughout C denotes some constant which may take different values in different places.
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(i) The expected value of the bias term is given by

E(ĝB(t, x)) =

∫∫
R×X

Kht(t− u)Khx(x− w) (C(u,w)− C(t, x)) ν(u,w)dudw

= h2
tµ2(K)

(
∂C(t, x)

∂t

∂ν(t, x)

∂t
+

1

2

∂2C(t, x)

∂t2
ν(t, x)

)
+ h2

xµ2(K)

(
∂C(t, x)

∂x

∂ν(t, x)

∂x
+

1

2

∂2C(t, x)

∂x2
ν(t, x)

)
+ o(h2

t + h2
x).

using a second-order bivariate Taylor expansion of C(u,w) around m(t, x). From (28) it follows

that Var(ĝB(t, x)) = o
(

1
nhthx

)
, which ensures that the variance of the bias term vanishes.

(ii) First we compute the asymptotic variance of the variance term ĝV (t, x). Under condition

(C3) this equals

Var(ĝV (t, x)) =
1

n2
Var

(∫∫∫
R×X×E

Kht(t− s)Khx(x− y)εNn(ds× dy × dε)

)
=

1

n(hthx)2

∫∫
R×X

K2

(
t− s
ht

)
K2

(
x− y
hx

)
σ2(s, y)ν(s, y)dsdy

=
R2(K)ν(t, x)σ2(t, x)

nhthx
+ o

(
1

nhthx

)
,

since all covariance terms equal zero under martingale difference errors.

Under condition (C3*) the errors and covariates do not depend on other sampling times than

their own. As in Pawlas (2009) we can construct a random field {Zn(t) : t ∈ (0, 1)} with

Zn(t) = (εn(t), Xn(t)) such that for any times (t1, · · · , tk) the distribution of (Zn(t1), · · · , Zn(tk))

corresponds to that of (Zi1,n, · · · , Zik,n) conditional on (ti1,n = t1, · · · , tik,n = tk) for any integers

i1, · · · , ik. It follows that

Var(ĝV (t, x)) =
1

n2
Var

(∫
R
Kht(t− s)Khx(x−Xn(s))εn(s)Nn(ds)

)
=

1

(nhthx)2
E

(∫ t+ht

t−ht
K2

(
t− s
ht

)
K2

(
x−Xn(s)

hx

)
ε2
n(s)dNn(s)

)
+

2

(nhthx)2
E

(∫ t+ht

t−ht

∫ t+ht

s
K

(
t− s
ht

)
K

(
t− r
ht

)
K

(
x−Xn(s)

hx

)

×K
(
x−Xn(r)

hx

)
εn(s)εn(r)dNn(r)dNn(s)


=
R2(K)ν(t, x)σ2(t, x)

nhthx
+ (CV ∗),

where, with the shorthand notation Ks,n(x) = K((x−Xn(s))/hx),

(CV ∗) =
2

nhthx

∫ t+ht

t−ht

∫ t+ht

s
K

(
t− s
ht

)
K

(
t− r
ht

)
Cov {Ks,n(x)εn(s)dNn(s),Kr,n(x)εn(r)dNn(r)} .
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By the law of total covariance and the independent sampling times

Cov {Ks,n(x)εn(s)dNn(s),Kr,n(x)εn(r)dNn(r)}

= Cov {Ks,n(x)εn(s),Kr,n(x)εn(r)}P(dNn(s) = dNn(r) = 1),

where P(dNn(s) = dNn(r) = 1) = n2ν(s)h(n(r−s))dsdr+o(1) in terms of hn(s, r) = P(Nn(dr) =

1|Nn(ds = 1) and hs(τ) := limn→∞
hn(s,s+τ/n)

n for τ > 0. By the mixing condition and Davydov’s

covariance inequality we bound distant terms by

|Cov {Ks,n(x)εn(s),Kr,n(x)εn(r)} |

≤ α(n(r − s))
δ

2+δE
{

(Ks,n(x)εn(s))2+δ
} 1

2+δ
E
{

(Kr,n(x)εn(r))2+δ
} 1

2+δ

≤ Cα(n(r − s))
δ

2+δ h
2

2+δ
x ,

using boundedness of K(·) and the moment condition on εi,n in the final step, and similarly we

bound any terms, including nearby terms, by

|Cov {Ks,n(x)εn(s),Kr,n(x)εn(r)} |

≤ Ch2
xE |εn(s)εn(r)|

≤ Ch2
x max{σ2(s), σ2(r)} = O(h2

x).

Now splitting up the inner integral in (CV ∗) using a sequence mn such that mn → ∞ and

mnhx → 0 yields

|(CV ∗)| ≤ 2

(hthx)2

∫ t+ht

t−ht

∫ t+ht

s
K

(
t− s
ht

)
K

(
t− r
ht

)
|Cov {Ks,n(x)εn(s),Kr,n(x)εn(r)} |ν(s)h(n(r − s))drds

=
2

nhth2
x

∫ 1

−1
K

(
u+

τ

nht

)
ν(t+ htu)

∫ nht(1−u)

0
K (τ) |Cov {Ks,n(x)εn(s),Kr,n(x)εn(r)} |h(τ)dτdu

≤ C

nhthx

(
mnhx + h

−δ
2+δ
x

∫ 1

−1

∫ nht(1−u)

mn

α
δ

2+δ (τ)dτdu

)

≤ C

nhthx

(
mnhx + h

−δ
2+δ
x m−γn

∫ 1

−1

∫ nht(1−u)

mn

τγα
δ

2+δ (τ)dτdu

)

= o

(
1

nhthx

)
,

for some γ > δ
2+δ , by condition (33) on the mixing coefficients and dominated convergence.

The asymptotic normality of the variance term follows from large-small block arguments
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applied to the integral form of ĝV (t, x). In particular, write

ĝV (t, x) =
1

nhthx

∫ nht

−nht

∫ x+hx

x−hx

∫
E
K

(
τ

nht

)
K

(
x− w
hx

)
εNn(t+ dτ/n, dw,dε)

and divide the integral in kn large blocks ζj,n of length τl, and kn small blocks ηj,n of length τs,

which integrate, respectively, from −nht + (j − 1)(τl + τs) to −nht + (j − 1)(τl + τs) + τl, and

from −nht + (j − 1)(τl + τs) + τl to −nht + j(τl + τs). Then

ĝV (t, x) =
1

nhthx

kn∑
j=1

(ζj,n + ηj,n) ,

where

kn =
2nht
τl + τs

.

We set the block sizes such that τl →∞, τs →∞, τs
τl
→ 0, τl√

nhthx
→ 0, and knα(sn)→ 0. Based

on the choice in Fan and Yao (2002, Thm. 2.22), it can be shown that

τl =

√
nhthx

log nht
, τs =

(√
nht/hx log nht

) δ
(λ+1)(2+δ)

satisfies these conditions under the bandwidth conditions in the theorem and the mixing condi-

tion.

The small blocks are asymptotically negligible since

Var

 1√
nhthx

kn∑
j=1

ηj,n

 <
Cknτs
nht

→ 0.

The large blocks are asymptotically independent by the Volkonskii-Rozanov lemma∣∣∣∣∣∣E
(

exp

(
it

∑kn
j=1 ζj,n√
nhthx

))
−

kn∏
j=1

E

(
exp

(
it

ζj,n√
nhthx

))∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 16(kn − 1)α(τs)→ 0.

Combining these two statements it follows that

1

nhthx

kn∑
j=1

Var (ζj,n)−Var
(√

nhthxĝ
V (t, x)

)
→ 0,

so in particular that

1

nhthx

kn∑
j=1

Var (ζj,n)→ R2(K)σ2(t, x)ν(t, x) > 0.
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The Lindeberg condition

1

nhthx

kn∑
j=1

E
(
ζ2
j,n1{|ζj,n|>

√
nhthxε}

)
→ 0,

is satisfied for any ε > 0, since τl = o(
√
nhthx) causes {|ζj,n| >

√
nhthxε} to become an empty

set for large n. The Lindeberg-Feller central limit theorem gives the required result.

Proof of Theorem 2. We perform the same bias-variance decomposition as for Theorem 1,

with the variance unchanged, and the bias given by

ĝB(t, x) =
1

n

∫∫
R×X

Kht(s− t)Khx(w − x) (Cs(w)− Ct(x))Nn(ds× dw)

=

∫∫
R×X

Kht(s− t)Khx(w − x) (Cs(w)− Ct(x)) ν(s, w)dwds

+

∫∫
R×X

Kht(s− t)Khx(w − x) (Cs(w)− Ct(x))

(
1

n
Nn(ds× dw)− ν(s, w)dwds

)
=: ĝB,ν(t, x) + ĝB,N (t, x).

The first term can be further decomposed as

ĝB,ν(t, x) =

∫∫
R×X

Kht(s− t)Khx(w − x)

∫ s

t
dCs(w)ν(s, w)dwds

+

∫∫
R×X

Kht(s− t)Khx(w − x) (Ct(w)− Ct(x)) ν(s, w)dwds

=: ĝB,ν,1(t, x) + ĝB,ν,2(t, x).

By Fubini’s theorem we can write

ĝB,ν,1(t, x) =

∫∫
R×X

Kht(s− t)Khx(w − x)

(∫ s

t
µCu (w)du+

∫ s

t
σCu (w)dWu

)
ν(s, w)dwds

=

∫∫
t≤u≤s≤t+ht

∫
X
Kht(s− t)Khx(w − x)µCu (w)ν(s, w)dwdsdu

−
∫∫

t−ht≤s≤u≤t

∫
X
Kht(s− t)Khx(w − x)µCu (w)ν(s, w)dwdsdu

+

∫∫
t≤u≤s≤t+ht

∫
X
Kht(s− t)Khx(w − x)σCu (w)ν(s, w)dwdsdWu

−
∫∫

t−ht≤u≤s≤t

∫
X
Kht(s− t)Khx(w − x)σCu (w)ν(s, w)dwdsdWu

=: (a1)− (a2) + (b1)− (b2).
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For the drift terms, note that

(a1) =
(
1 +Op(h

2
x)
) ∫ t+ht

t

∫ t+ht

u
Kht(s− t)µCu (x)ν(s, x)dsdu

=
(
µCt (x)ν(t, x) +Op(ht + h2

x)
) ∫ t+ht

t

∫ t+ht

u
Kht(s− t)dsdu

=
(
htµ

C
t (x)ν(t, x) + op(ht)

) ∫ 1

0

∫ 1

q
K(v)dvdq,

and similarly

(a2) =
(
htµ

C
t (x)ν(t, x) + op(ht)

) ∫ 0

−1

∫ q

−1
K(v)dvdq,

so that symmetry of K(·) implies that (a1)− (a2) = op(ht).

For the diffusion terms, note that

(b1) =

∫∫
t≤u≤s≤t+ht

∫
X
Kht(s− t)Khx(w − x)σCu (w)ν(s, w)dwdsdWu

=
(
ν(t, x) +Op(ht + h2

x)
) ∫∫

t≤u≤s≤t+ht
Kht(s− t)dsσCu (x)dWu.

Define the semimartingale for given t

Mn(a) =

∫ a

0
Hn(u)σCu (x)dWu,

with

Hn(u) = 1{t ≤ u ≤ t+ ht}
∫ t+ht

u
Kht(s− t)ds.

Since the quadratic variation satisfies

h−1
t 〈Mn〉1 = h−1

t

∫ 1

0
Hn(u)2σCu (x)TσCu (x)du

p−→ 1

2
Q(K)σCt (x)TσCt (x), (50)

it follows from Theorem 2.1 in Jacod (1997) that

Mn(a)√
ht

st−→ Za,

where Za is a continuous Gaussian martingale defined on an extension of the original probability

space, with quadratic variation 〈Z〉a = 1
2Q(K)σCt (x)TσCt (x). The convergence is stable in law

with respect to the sub-σ-field of the Brownian motion Wt driving the option price path. In

particular, the pointwise convergence result in Theorem 2, Remark 1 from Liptser and Shiryayev

(1981) implies that
(b1)√
ht

=
Mn(1)√

ht

st−→ N

(
0,

1

2
Q(K)σt(x)Tσt(x)

)
.
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The same result holds for (b2) due to the symmetry of K(·). In particular, since (b1) and (b2)

are uncorrelated it follows that

(b1)− (b2)√
ht

st−→ N
(
0, Q(K)σt(x)σt(x)T

)
.

It follows that the diffusion term dominates the drift term, so that ĝB,ν,1(t, x) = Op(h
1/2
t ). From

the smoothness in the moneyness direction it follows

ĝB,ν,2(t, x) =
1

2
µ2(K)h2

x

(
∂2Ct(x)

∂x2
ν(t, x) + 2

∂Ct(x)

∂x

∂ν(t, x)

∂x

)
+ op(h

2
x).

Together with the first term this implies that ĝB,ν(t, x) = Op(h
1/2
t + h2

x).

The second term in the bias relates to the randomness of the observations. By conditioning

on the option price path {Ct(x)}0≤t≤1,x∈X , and using its independence of the observations, it

follows that

E
(
ĝB,N (t, x)

)
= E

(
E
(
ĝB,N (t, x)|{Ct(x)}

))
= 0

since 1
nE (Nn(ds× dw)) = ν(s, w)dwds. Its variance is

Var
(
ĝB,N (t, x)

)
= E

(
Var

(
ĝB,N (t, x)|{Ct(x)}

))
=

1

n

∫∫
R×X

K2
ht(s− t)K

2
hx(w − x)E

(
(Cs(w)− Ct(x))2

)
ν(s, w)dwds

+
1

n2

∫∫∫∫
R×X×R×X

Kht(s− t)Khx(w − x)Kht(r − t)Khx(y − x)

× E ((Cs(w)− Ct(x)) (Cr(y)− Ct(x))) cn((s, r), (w, y))dwdsdydr.

From the integrability conditions on the drift and volatility it follows that

E
(

(Cs(w)− Ct(x))2
)
≤ 2E

(
(Cs(w)− Ct(w))2

)
+ 2E

(
(Ct(w)− Ct(x))2

)
≤ 2E

(∫ s

t
µCu (w)2du|s− t|

)
+ 2E

(∫ s

t
σCu (w)σCu (w)Tdu

)
+O(h2

x)

= O(h2
t ) +O(ht) +O(h2

x) = o(1),

and by Hölder’s inequality it follows that E ((Cs(w)− Ct(x)) (Cr(y)− Ct(x))) = o(1). Hence

using similar steps as for the variance term in Theorem 1 it follows that Var
(
ĝB,N (t, x)

)
=

o
(

1
nhthx

)
. The variance term ĝV (t, x) only depends on the errors εi,n and is therefore unchan-

ged. In particular this implies that ĝB,N (t, x) is of smaller order than ĝV (t, x), so that it is

asymptotically negligible. Combining leading order terms we find the stated result.
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Proof of Proposition 3. The solution to (43) satisfies

diag(1, · · · , hpx)β̂ =
(
Xc
n
TWnX

c
n

)−1
Xc
n
TWnC̃n

=
(
Xc
n
TWnX

c
n

)−1
Xc
n
TWnCn +

(
Xc
n
TWnX

c
n

)−1
Xc
n
TWnεn,

where Xc
n =

[
ιn · · ·

(
Xn−x
hx

)p]
, Xn = (X1,n, ·, (XN,n)T Cn = (Ct1,n(X1,n), ·, CtN,n(XN,n))T and

Wn = diag(Kht(t1,n− t)Khx(X1,n−x), · · · ,Kht(tN,n− t)Khx(XN,n−x)). The result follows from

the results in Masry (1996), with the modification that we only expand in one direction:

Cti,n(Xi,n) = Cti,n(Xi,n)− Ct(Xi,n) +

p+1∑
k=0

βk (Xi,n − x)k + op(h
p+1
x ),

where βk = 1
k!C

(k)
t (x). For derivatives such that p − k is even one higher order expansion is

required. The elements of the matrix Xc
n
TWnX

c
n → M−1ν(t, x) and the vectors Xc

n
TWnCn and

Xc
n
TWnεn are sums whose limits can be computed similarly to the stochastic integrals in Theorem

2. In particular,

(
Xc
n
TWn(Cn − Ct(Xn))

)
k

=

∫ t+ht

t−ht

∫
X
Kh(s− t)Kh(w − x)

(
w − x
hx

)k
(Cs(w)− Ct(w))Nn(dsdw)

= h
1
2
t µk−1(K)Q(K)

1
2σCt (x)ν(t, x)N(0, 1) + op(h

1
2
t ).

However, the identity

M−1Bj,p+j = M−1Mej+1 = ej+1

implies that the first j − 1 leading terms are in fact zero. We therefore need to perform a jth

order Taylor expansion of σCt (w)ν(t, w) around w = x so that

Xc
n
TWn(Cn − Ct(Xn)) =

j∑
l=0

√
hthlxBl,p+lQ(K)

1
2

1

l!

∂lσCt (x)ν(t, x)

∂xl
N(0, 1) + op

(√
hth

j
x

)
.

After pre- and post-multiplying by M−1 the jth term remains and leads to the stated expression

for V 2
j (t, x; p).
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